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Class Meeting: Tues. & Thurs. 2:30-3:45—Machmer W-21 
 
Professor Lauren McCarthy               Office Phone: (413) 545-1991 
Office: 438 Thompson Hall         Office Hours: Wednesdays 2:00-4:00  
Email: mccarthy@legal.umass.edu (best way to reach me)        and by appointment 
Course Webpage: moodle.umass.edu 
 
Course Description            
All countries and political systems are grounded in law and rely on law to function.  However, there 
is great variation in how legal institutions have developed and how law is used across time and 
place.  The goal of this course is to familiarize you with the workings of the many and varied legal 
systems outside of the United States.  Though we will frequently refer to the United States as a 
comparison case, the focus will be on other types of legal traditions and practices.  We will examine 
some of the other legal traditions that can be found throughout the world, stressing commonalities 
and differences as well as analyzing the positives and negatives of doing law differently than we do 
in the United States.   
 
Learning Objectives            
In this class students will: 
 learn to appreciate differences in the ways that people understand and study law and its role 

in society;  
 think critically about how legal principles and philosophy differ between cultures and 

national contexts;  
 use a comparative approach to studying law and society;  
 learn how legal institutions have developed and how law is used across time and place; 
 become familiar with the workings of the many and varied legal systems outside of the 

United States. 
 
Texts              
There is one required textbook listed below.  It is available as an e-book on our library’s webpage 
and is available on reserve at the library.  You may also order it on Kindle.  The remaining readings 
will be posted online on our Moodle course page. 
 
 John H. Merryman and Rogelio Perez-Perdomo, The Civil Law Tradition: An Introduction 

to the Legal Systems of Western Europe and Latin America, 3rd ed. (Oxford University 
Press, 1988) 

 
If you do not do the readings, you will not be able to participate in class.  I expect all students to 
come to class prepared to discuss.    
 
Assessments and Evaluations           
Class Attendance and Participation (10%) including plagiarism tutorial 
Attendance is mandatory.  Please be aware that material will be presented in lecture that will not 
appear in the readings and which you will be expected to know for exams, so it is also in your 
interest to attend.  If you miss more than three classes unexcused your grade may be lowered and if 
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you miss more than six classes unexcused, you risk receiving a failing grade in the course.  I follow 
the UMass policy on attendance: absences will be excused only in cases of verifiable illness 
(doctor’s note required), a death in the immediate family, jury duty, military service, and religious 
holidays.    
 
If you are more than five minutes late to class, you will be considered absent.  If you anticipate that 
you will have problems with on-time attendance, please discuss them with me in advance. You may 
also be considered absent if you conduct business unrelated to class (reading the newspaper, 
completing a crossword puzzle, text messaging, etc.) during class.  If you anticipate that you will 
have problems with on-time attendance, please discuss them with me in advance. 
 
I expect this classroom to be a participatory learning environment, with students listening and 
responding to one another respectfully.  I will provide discussion questions on our Moodle page to 
go with the readings for each class.  They are meant to help you focus on the main points of the 
readings and to set up a productive discussion in class.  I encourage you to think about issues in the 
readings in addition to these questions, but at a minimum, have thought about the discussion 
questions.  These questions are fair game for me to ask any of you in class.  If you are not actively 
speaking and participating in class discussions, you can also receive participation points by coming 
to my office hours or arranging something with me to discuss the readings (nothing scary). 
 
I require all my students to complete a brief tutorial on plagiarism from the University of Southern 
Mississippi.  It should take you no more than 15 minutes.  When you are finished you must take the 
quiz and email it to me.  Scores of 8/10 and above are acceptable.  
http://www.lib.usm.edu/legacy/plag/plagiarismtutorial.php 

Moodle Postings (10%), 5 total 
Students will be divided into 4 groups (A - D).  Most of the classes are coded with one of these 
letters.  By 10pm on the day before the class that corresponds to your group, you will be expected to 
post on the Moodle discussion forum for that day.  The post will include two things: 
 

1. A question you have about the material for the day  
These can be to clarify something you found unclear in the readings for that day OR pushing 
the arguments of the readings to make broader inquiries, thinking about implications, etc.   

2. A comment on the material for the day 
Something you found surprising, interesting, etc. Your comment can be a response to your 
own or another person’s question, or to one of the discussion questions, but can also be an 
independent comment (this should be between 1-2 paragraphs) 

 
Please use proper grammar, spelling and punctuation since this is a class assignment, not a random 
forum posting on the internet.  Moodle postings can only be made up in the case of an excused 
absence.  All students in the course are expected to have read all posted questions/comments before 
class.  An example will be provided.   
 
Midterm Exam (25%) (change to 20%) 
This exam will test your knowledge from the first half of the course.  It will include term 
identifications, short answer questions and an essay and will take place in class.  There will be a 
review session the night before the exam, time and location to be announced. 
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Absence from the exam will be excused only for serious and unavoidable causes, such as confining 
illness. Make-up exams may be given only if the student notifies the instructor prior to the 
scheduled time of the exam and then provides some form of documentation from a professional 
(e.g., physician, psychologist, etc.) explaining why the exam had to be missed. Please note that you 
must attempt to contact your instructor by email in advance of the exam. Make ups for exams will 
be scheduled at her convenience. 
 
Take Home Final Exam (25%) 
The take-home final exam will be distributed on the last day of classes.  You will have 5 days to 
complete it and email it to me.  You will also upload a copy to Moodle.  It will consist of two 
essays, each with word limits and will be open book.  While the exam will focus on the second half 
of the course, it will be difficult to complete without reference to course materials from the first part 
of the course.    
 
Research Paper (25%) and group memo (5%), total 30% (change group memo to 10%) 
A major goal of this course is to expose you to the variety of ways that law is “done” in different 
countries.  As part of this effort, you will do independent research on a legal issue in comparative 
context.  A list of potential topics will be provided on our Moodle website (a maximum of 3 people 
can sign up for each topic).  Once you have chosen a topic, you will then choose two countries from 
two different legal traditions to compare.  The resulting paper will be between 6-8 pages and is due 
on Monday, April 13th.  I will ask you to submit at least 6 scholarly bibliographic sources (3 for 
each country) that you plan to use for your research to me by email (mccarthy@legal.umass.edu) by 
midnight on Friday, February 27th.  If you are having trouble finding scholarly sources on your 
topic, please come see me early in the process.   
 
There is also a group component of this project.  To help expand your research beyond the countries 
you have looked at, you will also be working in groups of 2-3 people all focusing on the same topic.  
With your group, you will also write a 3(ish) page memo to Secretary of State McCarthy briefly 
describing your findings on each country and comparing the approaches of the countries in your 
group.  More specific information on this paper assignment will be forthcoming in the first few 
weeks of the semester.   
 
Late papers will be penalized half a grade (i.e. A to A-, etc.) per 24 hours late beginning at the due 
date and time. 
 
A Note on Grades: 
Please come to me with any questions or problems you may have with the class material. If you 
have concerns regarding your grade at any point, please see me as soon as possible to help find 
ways to improve.  The sooner you contact me regarding concerns, the more I can do for you.  We 
will not be able to accommodate students who contact us at the end of the semester with concerns 
about their grades. Extra credit is not offered for grade improvement.   
 
Letter grades in this course correspond to numerical averages in the following way: Grades in the A 
range are issued for final averages in the 90-100 range; B grades for final averages in the 80-89 
range; C grades for final averages in the 70-79 range; D grades for final averages in the 60-69 
range; and F grades for any final average below 60. If the second digit in the grade is a 0, 1, or 2, a 
“minus” sign is appended to the letter grade; if the second digit is a 3, 4, 5, or 6, neither a “minus” 
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nor a “plus” sign is appended to the letter grade; if the second digit is a 7, 8, or 9, a “plus” sign is 
appended to the letter grade. For example, an average of 80-82 is a B-; 83-86 is a B; 87-89 is a B+.   
 
Classroom Policies and Procedures          
Pop quiz policy 
If I feel that the class is not adequately keeping up with the readings, there may be unannounced 
pop quizzes.  These pop quizzes will be informational.  If you have done the readings, you should 
be able to answer the question with no problem.  If not, you will have a difficult time.  Missing the 
pop quiz question will result in a deduction of one point from your final grade in the class.  Getting 
it correct will result in the addition of one point to your final grade in the class.  Pop quizzes cannot 
be made up, however in cases of excused absence (see above for what counts), they will not count 
against you.  If you are late to class and miss the pop quiz, you cannot make it up. 
 
Laptops and Other Technology 
A large number of academic studies suggest that taking notes by hand instead of on laptops helps 
students to retain and process information much more effectively.  It is also distracting to the 
professor and other students and compromises participation in class discussion.  As such, laptop use 
is not permitted in the classroom except when it is part of a documented disability accommodation.  
Please turn off your cell phones before class begins.  As a reminder: texting is distracting to your 
instructors and fellow classmates, not to mention impolite.  If there is some reason that you need to 
have your phone out during the class period (i.e. expecting a call from a doctor or about an 
emergency situation), please speak to me about it before class begins. 
 
Special Needs 
Both I and the University of Massachusetts Amherst are committed to providing an equal 
educational opportunity for all students. If you have a documented physical, psychological, or 
learning disability on file with Disability Services (DS), Learning Disabilities Support Services 
(LDSS), or Psychological Disabilities Services (PDS), you may be eligible for reasonable academic 
accommodations to help you succeed in this course. If you have a documented disability that 
requires accommodation, please notify me within the first two weeks of the semester so that we may 
make appropriate arrangements.  You may also find it helpful to contact the Disability Services 
Center, 231 Whitmore, ds@edu.umass.edu if you have questions about campus policies and 
services. 
 
If you are a student who speaks English as a second or additional language, please see me if you 
anticipate or encounter any difficulties with the reading and writing requirements of this course. 
 
Email  
I will use the class list to communicate with the class and I expect that you will check your school 
email address regularly.  E-mail is also the best way to get in touch with me.  Please be aware that it 
may take me up to 24 hours to respond to your e-mail.  On the night before exams or other 
assignments are due, I can guarantee that I will answer any questions that I receive by email before 
10pm.  After that, I may or may not be able to answer the question before assignment/exam is due. 
 
Academic Integrity 
Academic dishonesty of any form will not be tolerated in this course.  The University of 
Massachusetts Amherst defines academic dishonesty as: “the attempt to secure unfair advantage for 
oneself or another in any academic exercise.”  This includes cheating, fabrication, plagiarism or 
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facilitating dishonesty.  Please familiarize yourself with the university’s policies at, 
http://www.umass.edu/dean_students/codeofconduct/acadhonesty/   
 
Written work that is plagiarized, in part or in whole, in thought or in word, may result in a grade of 
F for the assignment and possibly the course. The student may also be referred to the student 
conduct committee. 
 
All papers will be submitted in hard copy to me and electronically through Moodle to be scanned by 
Turnitin.  Turnitin scans all papers for possible plagiarism and is very good at detecting phrases 
borrowed from sources without attribution, or from other students.  If you have any questions about 
what constitutes academic misconduct, you should ask me.  Better to be safe than sorry!   
 
Calendar of Major Assessments          
Bibliography Due (by midnight)           Friday, February 27 
Midterm Exam                   Tues., March 10 
Research Paper Due (both parts)                   Mon., April 13 
Take Home Final Exam distributed           Tues., April 28 
Take Home Final Due               Sun., May 3 
 
Schedule of Readings and Assessments               
 
Date  Group Topic/Class Activity Reading to Be Completed BEFORE 

this class 
WEEK 1 

Tues. 
1/20 

 Introduction to the Course No readings 

 
Thurs. 
1/22 
 

 Functions of Law and 
Introduction to Legal Traditions 

Merryman and Perdomo (book) pp. 1-5 
 
Vago, Steven, “Principal Functions of 
Law” and “Dysfunctions of Law”, pp. 
18-21 from Law and Society, 10th 
edition (2012) 

Part I: Legal Traditions 
WEEK 2 

Tues. 
1/27 
 
 

 SNOW DAY!!!  

Thurs. 
1/29 
 

A Common Law and the 
Adversarial System 

Abraham, The Judicial Process: An 
Introductory Analysis of the Courts of 
the United States, England, and France, 
pp. 5-15 
 
Kagan, Adversarial Legalism, as 
excerpted in Macaulay 125-128, and pp. 
19-32, 89-93 (from original) 

WEEK 3 
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Tues. 
2/3 

B Civil Law and the Inquisitorial 
System 

Merryman and Perdomo (book), The 
Civil Law Tradition, pp. 41-74; 78-83; 
85-91; 102-105 

Thurs. 
2/5 
 

C Common Law System in 
Practice 

Burnham, Introduction to the Law and 
Legal System of the United States, 5th 
ed., pp. 80-85, 92-109 

WEEK 4 
Tues. 
2/10 

D Civil Law System in Practice McKillop, “Anatomy of a French 
Murder Case” American Journal of 
Comparative Law, vol. 45, pp. 527-83 

Thurs. 
2/12 

 Discussion Day on Civil and 
Common Law Systems 

No Readings, be prepared to discuss 
discussion questions 

WEEK 5 
Tues.  
2/17 
 

 No Class—Monday Schedule   

Thurs. 
2/19 
 

A Islamic Legal Tradition Feldman, “Why Shariah?” New York 
Times Magazine, March 16, 2008 
 
Quraishi, “Who Says Shari’a Demands 
the Stoning of Women?: A Description 
of Islamic Law and Constitutionalism” 
Berkeley Journal of Middle Eastern & 
Islamic Law 1(1): 163-177 

WEEK 6 
Tues. 
2/24 
 

B Islamic Law in Practice BBC News, (2008) “Incorporating 
Sharia into Legal Systems,” Feb. 8. 
 
Peters, “The Re-Islamization of 
Criminal Law in Northern Nigeria and 
the Judiciary: The Safiyyatu Hussaini 
Case,” in Dispensing Justice in Islam 
(2006), pp. 219-41. 

Thurs. 
2/26 

C Personal Law Systems Galanter, Marc and Jayanth Krishnan 
“Personal Law and Human Rights in 
India and Israel” Israel Law Review 
1(1): pp. 101-134 (2000) 
 
Johnson, “Pequot Indians’ Casino 
Wealth Extends the Reach of Tribal 
Law” New York Times, May 22, 1994 

Fri. 
2/27 

 Bibliography for research paper 
due 

 

WEEK 7 
Tues. 
3/3 

D Private/Informal Legal Systems Weyrauch, Walter and Maureen Bell, 
“Autonomous Lawmaking: The Case of 
the ‘Gypsies’” in Walter O. Weyrauch, 
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ed. Gypsy Law: Romani Law Traditions 
and Culture (2001), pp. 11-21, 27-48, 
75-77, 85-7 
 
Gillian Flaccus, “Two Gypsy clans’ 
feud over fortunetelling offers rare 
glimpse into insular culture,” Deseret 
News (7 Dec 2007)  

Thurs. 
3/5 

 Discussion of Non-Western 
Legal Traditions 

No readings, be prepared to discuss 
discussion questions 

WEEK 8 
Mon. 
3/9 

 Review session for Midterm, 
time and place TBA 

 

Tues. 
3/10 

 MIDTERM IN CLASS  

Part II: How are Legal Systems Organized and Set Up to Accomplish Particular Goals? 
Thurs. 
3/12 

A Laying out the Basics: 
Constitutions and Rights 

Elster, Jon “Ways of constitution-
making” in Hadenius, Axel, ed. 
Democracy's Victory and Crisis: Nobel 
Symposium (1997) pp. 123-131, 137-
138 
 
Landemore, Helene (2014) “We All of 
the People—Five Lessons from 
Iceland’s Failed Experiment in Creating 
a Crowdsouced Constitution,” Slate, 
July 14.  
 
Sunstein, Cass, Designing Democracy: 
What Constitutions Do, Chapter 10: 
“Social and Economic Rights?  Lessons 
from South Africa” in (2001) pp. 221-
237 
 
Yardley, “India Asks, Should Food be a 
Right for the Poor” New York Times, 
August 8, 2010 

SPRING BREAK—3/17 and 3/19 
WEEK 9 

Tues. 
3/24 

B Judicial Review Hirschl, Ran “Beyond the American 
Experience: The Global Expansion of 
Judicial Review” in Marbury versus 
Madison: Documents and Commentary, 
pp. 129-147 
 
Ginsburg Tom, “Judicial Review in 
New Democracies: Constitutional 
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Courts in Asian Cases” National Taiwan 
University Law Review, vol. 3, pp. 147-
156 

Thurs. 
3/26 

C Setup of Court Systems Abraham, Henry (1998) The Judicial 
Process: An Introductory Analysis of the 
Courts of the United States, England, 
and France, Oxford University Press: 
New York, pp. 101-104. 
 
Guarnieri, Carlo and Patrizia Pederzoli 
(2002), The Power of Judges: A 
Comparative Study of Courts and 
Democracy, Oxford University Press: 
New York, pp. 78-97. 
 
Burnham, William, Peter Maggs and 
Gennady Danilenko Law and Legal 
System of the Russian Federation, 5th 
edition, Juris Publishing: Huntington, 
NY, pp. 54-56; 80-89 

WEEK 10 
Tues. 
3/31 

D Juries and Lay Participation Kutnjak Ivkovic, Sanja (2007) 
“Exploring Lay Participation in Legal 
Decision-Making: Lessons from Mixed 
Tribunals,” Cornell International Law 
Journal, vol. 40, pp. 429-453. 
 
Abdullaev, Nabi (2006) “A Jury is a 
Better Bet than a Judge,” Moscow 
Times, June 1. 
 
Precht, “Japan, the Jury,” New York 
Times, December 1, 2006 
 
Tabuchi, Hiroko and Mark McDonald 
(2009) “In First Return to Japan Court, 
Jurors Convict and Sentence,” New York 
Times, August 6. 

Thurs. 
4/2 

A Legal Actors: Lawyers and 
Judges 

Guarnieri, Carlo and Patrizia Pederzoli 
(2002), The Power of Judges: A 
Comparative Study of Courts and 
Democracy, Oxford University Press: 
New York, pp. 18-35; 45-59; 66-68  
 
Ramseyer, J. Mark and Minoru 
Nakazato (1999) Japanese Law: An 
Economic Approach, University of 
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Chicago Press: Chicago, pp. 6-16. 
WEEK 11 

Tues. 
4/7 

 NO CLASS—FINISH PAPERS, 
MEET WITH GROUPS 

 

Thurs. 
4/9 

 NO CLASS—MEET WITH 
GROUPS 

Note: You should have a draft of your 
paper done by this date so you can be 
able to contribute to your group project 

WEEK 12 
Mon. 
4/13 

 RESEARCH PAPER DUE 
(BOTH PARTS) by 5pm in hard 
copy and uploaded to Moodle 

 

Tues. 
4/14 

B The Role of Law in 
Authoritarian Regimes 

Moustafa, Tamir and Tom Ginsburg, 
(2008) “Introduction: The Functions of 
Courts in Authoritarian Politics” in Rule 
by Law: The Politics of Courts in 
Authoritarian Regimes, pp. 4-11, 14-21 
 
Muller, Ingo (1992),  Hitler’s Justice: 
The Courts of the Third Reich, Harvard 
University Press: MA, pp. 27-35 

Part III: Law and Questions of Justice 
Thurs. 
4/16 

 C When do People Turn to the 
Law?: A Case Study of Car 
Accidents 

Hendley, unpublished (9/2014 version), 
Bargaining with Strangers: Explaining 
the Behavior of Russians in the 
Aftermath of Auto Accidents  

WEEK 13 
Tues.  
4/21 

D When do People Turn to the 
Law?: A Case Study of Car 
Accidents 

Engel, “Globalization and the Decline of 
Legal Consciousness: Torts, Ghosts and 
Karma in Thailand,” Law & Social 
Inquiry, vol. 30, pp. 469, 480-511 
(2005) 

Thurs. 
4/23 

A and 
B 

What can the Law Provide? 
(What can’t it provide?) 

Scheppele, “Double Accounting: The 
Dual Registers of Narrative Explanation 
and Monetary Compensation after the 
Moscow Theatre Siege,” unpublished 
 
Liptak, “Foreign Courts Wary of U.S. 
Punitive Damages,” New York Times, 
March 26, 2008 

WEEK 14 
Tues. 
4/28 

C and 
D 

What are the alternatives?  Are 
they effective? 

Wagatsuma, Hiroshi and Arthur Rosett 
(1986) “The Implications of Apology: 
Law and Culture in Japan and the 
United States,” Law & Society Review, 
20(4), pp. 461-473, 488-492. 

Odynova, Alexandra (2011), 
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“Strasbourg Awards Dubrovka Hostages 
$1.6M,” The Moscow Times, December 
20. 

Wunrn.com, (2011) “Mexico—
Government Apology on Women Slain 
in Ciudad Juarez,” November 7. 
 
Kraft, Dina (2014), “By Talking, 
Inmates and Victims Make Things 
‘More Right,’” New York Times, July 5. 
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